
Dear Britney, 
  
LoveLove!   
 
I need your help as my adult children were conscripted into a guardianship for Minors, when 
they were Adults.  As such, there was no need to determine as Adults that they were legally 
incompetent because they were being treated as Minors and did not need to have doctors nor 
anyone declare them incompetent to put them in a legal guardianship.   SO, basically as Adults 
they had no legal rights, which were KIDNAPPED from them, as declared Minors when in FACT 
they were Adults. 
  
Much like your situation, rights were stripped from them and trusts and assets they owned 
were stolen through this illegal Guardianship, where the Guardianship was wholly fraudulent as 
they were not minors and due the rights of adults and were stripped of those rights, similar to 
the forced sterilization of your reproductive rights you were stripped of through your Predatory 
Guardianship.  Now that we are fighting to expose the crimes by judges, lawyers, and guardians 
they are misusing the courts and retaliating on those who are whistleblowing on these BLACK 
ROBE crimes.  In fact, through dead people, dead for over two years who are filing motions that 
are being heard in the FL courts to try and steal my children’s home they bought and force us to 
the streets to silence our efforts. 
  
Many years ago in the early 2000’s, you did a favor for me by having a representative of Warner 
Bros./AOL through Ted Leonis’ friend, Chuck Brunelas, sit through a several hour rehearsal with 
his family to help me obtain funding of my revolutionary technologies that you can learn about 
@ www.iviewit.tv (http://www.iviewit.tv/), his daughter was ecstatic.   That favor was obtained 
through my friends at Rock It Cargo, David Bernstein, Andrew Dietz and Barry Becker who were 
shareholders in my leading-edge technologies, which in the end, the streaming video invention 
helped free you of this guardianship scheme against you as you will learn.  Ellen DeGeneres said 
at the time of the inventions that were claimed to be the Holy Grail of Digital Video/Audio and 
Imaging and have changed the world profoundly @ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xfjK4VvhzQ that everyone should use the inventions and 
now they do.  You just know the technology as YouTube and Video/Audio Streaming but never 
have you heard of me as the inventor due to the theft of my technologies by my attorneys and 
judges, some who are involved in the Guardianship racket, who also put a bomb in my families 
car to try and stop me exposing them. 
  
I just finished in a pool of tears the Nancy Grace expose on your torturous guardianship that 
lasted 13 years.  If you watched the Fox Nation Nancy Grace expose 
@ https://nation.foxnews.com/trapped-a-nancy-grace-investigation-
nation/ (https://nation.foxnews.com/trapped-a-nancy-grace-investigation-nation/) you will 
note at the end that several people worked with you to help get this piece produced, including, 

 
1. Hillary Hogue 
2. Sam Sugar 



3.     Rey Contreras 
4.     Beverly Newman/Al Katz 
5.     Lesa Martino 
  
All those people and many more worked with me over the last several years to expose 
nationwide how guardianships are being used to kill people and steal their assets, with judges, 
lawyers, guardians, and others committing and aiding and abetting this real-life HORROR show. 
  
My sons’ cases (see UNIVESTIGATED FL Sheriff Reports transferred to the Public Integrity Unit 
that has done NOTHING since August of this year 
http://iviewit.tv/Simon%20and%20Shirley%20Estate/20221220%20CORRECTED%20EIB%20FIN
AL%20W%20EXHIBITS%20Anthony%20Palmieri%20Inspector%20General%20Letter%20re%20IL
LEGAL%20Guardianship%20of%20Joshua%20Jacob%20by%20Guardian%20Diana%20Lewis%20
et%20al%20l.pdf ) and yours are similar in that they involve young people being conscripted 
into this macabre scene only because they are tied into millions, if not billions of dollars of 
royalties or inheritances that their lawyers, in cahoots with family members and judges and 
guardians, often want to steal from the inventors/songwriters/singers, etc...  As you may know 
the grandson of Walt Disney, Bradford Lund, was also illegally put into guardianship, famed 
artist Peter Max too and this estate/trust/guardianship racket also has stolen most of the Tom 
Carvel Ice Cream fortune, the Brooke Astor estate and thousands of lesser-known names.   
Their monies are funneled through the Guardianship hellholes and laundered to benefit 
attorneys, judges, etc. to achieve this sick and wrong redistribution of wealth from those who 
have earned it, converting it to those who have not.  It has been called “star whacking” or 
“inventor whacking” for years and it is becoming a very real horror for those like you who can 
be destroyed and robbed of your life’s earnings in just a few years, and it is much worse for the 
common man who goes through this.  (See, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/randy-quaid-star-
whackers-got-me/ and add to the list Michael, Whitney and family, Anna Nicole, Lennon, 
Cobain, etc.) 
 
Britney, once I learned from a friend that you were in Guardianship, I contacted many of my 
friends who love you for many years, including those mentioned above and those credited by 
Nancy Grace and I am happy that in lickity split time they and the world supported your cause 
and were able to free you.  We are working to free many across the nation caught in this for-
profit guardianship scam and I am reaching out to you to get you to help me force prosecution 
of all those involved. Not just the guardians but the judges and lawyers who have lost all ethics 
in pursuit of stealing yours, mine, and other purses.  I am begging you on behalf of all those still 
stuck in these hell holes to help me force law enforcement to do the right thing and stop 
enabling these criminals (just like with the Epstein victims who were denied any prosecutorial 
help) and now arrest these judges, lawyers, guardians etc. who are involved.  This is a Trillion 
dollar plus criminal enterprise and can only be stopped by BRAVE ANGELIC SOULS like you and 
Nancy Grace, Hillary Hogue, Sam Sugar, Rick Black, John Pacenti, and many others.  See, 
https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/usa-judges-misconduct/  
  



I would like to speak with you or meet with you along with my better half, wife Candy, ASAP to 
start working together to not only expose but free many victims I have come across over 20 
years who are still imprisoned.  Almost all those victims mentioned in your Nancy Grace piece, 
ie, Al Katz, Beverly Newman, Lesa Martino, Chris (Gonsalves) Anthony and many more I have 
worked with over the years to shine the light on this darkness.   I believe in LOVE LOVE and we 
can kill and cure this disease on our legal system and unite through LIGHT and LOVE to stop 
those that are filled with HATE HATE who are doing this.  I know how hard it is when those you 
love as family are involved as my children’s story tells and yours and we can be front line 
soldiers in this battle of right and VERY VERY WRONG, so that no other families are blown apart. 
 
We need to start yelling at the top of our lungs from the highest peaks for our government 
officials to stop hiding their heads in the sand on these cases and I could not think of more 
beautiful voice than yours to lead that choir.  Please give this some serious thought as your 
breath could breathe life into many who are being sucked dry of life and feel that there is no 
way out.  I think a Britney led Charitable Organization to free those who have no voices or legal 
rights could be very effective and save many families and I avail myself to any efforts you may 
undertake. 
  
LoveLove, 
  
Your friends and fans, 
  
Eliot and Candice Bernstein 
561-886-7627 
Iviewit@Iviewit.tv 
TourCandy@gmail.com 
 
 
CC: 
Sam Sugar, 
Rick Black, 
Hillary Hogue, 
Rey Contreras, 
And many more... 
 
 
 
Eliot jumps in @ 1:15:00 – 1:22:00 – Where are the Supreme Court Judges and DOJ to address 
the massive Guardianship murders going on across the country?  Silence???  March on Supreme 
Court and DOJ in DC!!! 
https://www.blogtalkradio.com/hiddentruthrevealed/2021/07/01/faceus-radio-lisa-maccarley-
rick-black-kevin-wu-free-britney-spears-
movement?fbclid=IwAR2oq5v4l0kzUK0iqs6ykHNwCg2sTbTcvap4eml5CQT1uPF4Pii481PsnxU 
  



From: "iviewit@gmail.com" <iviewit@gmail.com> 
Date: Thursday, July 1, 2021 at 12:05 PM 
To: Carl Lansizera <legalreform@optimum.net>, Laura Cantwell <lcantwell@aarp.org>, Lidya 
Abramovici <lidya1@gmail.com>, Lisa Dowd <LS_DWD@yahoo.com>, Lynn Sayler 
<lsayler@tampabay.rr.com>, Marian Kornicki <kornickim@yahoo.com>, Mario Jimenez Jerez 
<marioaj01@yahoo.com>, Mark Adams <markadamsjdmba@hotmail.com>, Mark Acker 
<ackerstarr@gmail.com>, Martin Wilczewski <m_k_wilczewski@msn.com>, Mary Mieczynski 
<sunshin111@hotmail.com>, MAry Taylor <metaylor2012js@gmail.com>, Mary Rose 
<mcrose71@gmail.com>, Mary Steffen <earthfloors1@gmail.com>, Meghan Smith 
<meghanfsu@yahoo.com>, Meryl Lanson <mlansonfla@gmail.com>, Meryl Lanson 
<mlanson@bellsouth.net>, David Ovalle <michaelmiller@communitynewspapers.com>, 
Michelle Longarzo <michellelongarzo@gmail.com>, Mike Ferencere 
<mikeferencere@yahoo.com>, Mike Miller <mikemiller@georgeyardley.com>, Mitchell Frieder 
<mtfrieder@aol.com>, Monica Lopez <mplf007@gmail.com>, Nancy Vallone 
<nvallone1@gmail.com>, Natalie Andre <natandre44@gmail.com>, Pamela Carvel 
<estatecrimes@gmail.com>, Suzanne McCormick <cpsvm@yahoo.com>, Pat Schroeder 
<2848justice@gmail.com>, Patty Reid <peareidy2@gmail.com>, pwaltondesign7 
<pwaltondesign7@aol.com>, queenbee45825_1954 <queenbee45825_1954@yahoo.com>, 
ragiacalon <ragiacalon@gmail.com>, Rebecca Adams <jarradams@yahoo.com>, Rebecca Cyrus 
<baileyb4cyrus@gmail.com>, Richard Nellis <b1nellis@aol.com>, Robert Fettgather 
<rpfphd@aol.com>, Robert Gettinger <r8184154717@yahoo.com>, Robert Sarhan 
<drrob2007@yahoo.com>, robingibson10 <robingibson10@gmail.com>, Roger Gilson 
<rgilson@registerstar.com>, Sam net <endxploitation@aaapg.net>, "ssugarmd@msn.com" 
<ssugarmd@msn.com>, sancirtan <sancirtan@hotmail.com>, Sheila Jaffe 
<sheila.jaffe@comcast.net>, Shelia Worthey <shelia_worthey@hotmail.com>, Sheri Despointes 
<sherirose18@aol.com>, Skender Hoti <skendertravel@hotmail.com>, Smith Sherry 
<sas56chevy@aol.com>, Steven Kaniadakos <stevenkdpm@yahoo.com>, Suzanne McCormick 
<svm231@aol.com>, sylvializ21 <sylvializ21@gmail.com>, sytsmad <sytsmad@bellsouth.net>, 
Tammy Risaliti <tammyrisa@yahoo.com>, Teala Mainzer <7mainzer@gmail.com>, Teresa 
Kennedy <elderdignity@hotmail.com>, Thomas Dougherty <thdlaw@bellsouth.net>, Thomas 
Heckler <ntheckler@gmail.com>, Veronica Morning-Morrison <tpsilentspirit@gmail.com>, 
votefamilyus <votefamilyus@gmail.com>, xfalcon1 <xfalcon1@aol.com> 
Subject: Eliot on Britney Guardianship on FACEUS BLOG TALK RADIO 
 


